
Actions Have Natural Consequences

Actions have consequences. I can disagree with what someone does, and even believe
they should face consequences for their actions, without believing government should
hand out those consequences. Government isn’t the proper place to look for solutions.

Natural and social consequences are unavoidable; consequences from government are
arbitrary.

I don’t believe government authority has any legitimacy. It looks to me like any other
superstitious belief lots of people share. It’s just astrology with a lot of guns and bombs and
offices.

Consequences shouldn’t necessarily be legal consequences, anyway. Social consequences
don’t require government, and often government steps in to save bad guys from any real
social consequences their behavior earned them. This rewards antisocial behavior and
encourages more of it.

Murder is wrong regardless of the opinions of politicians. The murders they approve of or
call something other than “murder,” are exactly as wrong as those they weep and wail and
hold press events over. Government or legislation is not the proper way to deal with
murder.

I believe the corporate social media empires should face consequences for censoring
speech on their sites; I don’t believe government is the proper institution to hand out those
consequences. Getting government involved would likely make the situation worse; the
censorship would only increase. Especially since so much of the censoring is aimed at
silencing those who question the sketchy government story.

If someone has violated the life, liberty, or property of another, they owe restitution as a
result. This is justice; anything else isn’t. Government courts don’t deal in justice, even
when it’s in their name. They deal in punishment, which is revenge. This is only going to
make things worse in the long run, as should be obvious by now.

But without government, how would you collect the restitution you are owed as the victim
of a crime? You’d better find a way that doesn’t involve government unless you want to be
on the wrong side. Using government to collect your restitution from the violator means
you now owe restitution to those who were taxed — robbed — to fund the government you
used. It’s a destructive cycle that solves nothing.

There are better, consensual ways, to do everything you have a right to do. Find them.
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All actions, good and bad, have consequences. Whether anyone believes they should
happen or not, they will happen with or without government stepping in. Let them happen
naturally.


